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L'art sublime et ultime des points de vie : Henry Plee : Free shipping on qualifying offers. A Japanese teacher named Henry Plée who had been involved in Judo and jujutsu was investigating the art of fighting in the air. He had been deeply impressed with the flying techniques of the Japanese
samurai. He asked his students to stand up on a long beach in front of the Tajo, the south bank of the Tagus River in Lisbon. They flew by using a fast-moving fluid wake from the back of a large sail-equipped motorcycle. The old instructor wanted to see what they could do. He had them fly across
one of the arches that the river forms over the beach. The students had to do the same. After the first trial the instructor was astonished by the speed and quality of the flight. He wanted to see if these students could make it really fly. But the students were not ready to give up the truth they
knew in their heart: they could not fly by themselves. They were not born knowing how to do it. The next day they were again asked to fly and after that, more and more often, and finally every day. This is the story of this simple (and at the same time perhaps the most difficult) of all the arts of
combat. The basis of the art is that of vitaal points: mental and physical points of life that must be used wisely to victory. 20 May - Folha de segunda. Lart Sublime Et Ultime Des Points De Vie. The essential theme of Budo is that of the Will, and the security of victory comes through constant
training. The Good and the Beautiful is a metaphor that illuminates the relationship between the human Will and the desire to find spirituality in a physical way. Budo is not a compromise or a kind of cultural music. It is a way of physical, mental and spiritual training that should be used by those
who truly want to achieve a true connection with the inner self. Budo should be a way of spiritual development. In Japan, some pursue this training to gain personal strength or to improve their martial arts abilities. It is also a wonderful way to develop one's own Will so that it can be used in a
positive way. LARGEST SOURCE OF CRAFTED POINT DOCUMENTS ON BUDO. It's an utter fact that we live in an Age of Misdirection. This blog
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